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Ten diet plan strategies that work for everyone and every diet plan President of the Institute for Health
and Weight Sciences in New York, Dr Stephen Gullo has more than 25 years' experience of helping people to
lose weight and to maintain their new weight for life. You decide what you'll eat, how exactly to keep your
eating under control and what you need to avoid at all costs. PARTLY 2, you get a 3-step program, which
begins with a 10-day turbocharged diet plan and includes menu programs, shopping lists and recipes. At his
clinic patients wait up to 6 months for an appointment and pay over $1000 one hour for his suggestions -
advice he information in this groundbreaking diet book. In Part 1, The Thin Commandments gives you a
series of strategies that are easy to find out and easy to use. Together, you'll get all the information you
have to stay clear of cravings, free from guilt, free from obsessing about meals and free at last from the
destructive patterns of yo-yo dieting.
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Amazon-Please note: Insufficient page numbers is unacceptable quality in a reference type nonfiction book
This review is specifically for the Kindle edition. Of program there are no miracles even though this book
doesn't present one it is great read and does provide some good advice. That is a reference publication of
sorts, not a novel. Having the ability to access related elements of the publication and index is essential.
That is totally unacceptable quality, Amazon, and not the first time I have come across Kindle products
without page quantities. After years in overeaters anonymous, therapy, eating disorders groupings for my
bingeing. Everything Dr. I really like the Fifth Thin Commandment, which is definitely, Seperate Mood from
Meals. Don't waste your cash on the Kindle edition.Please, Dr. Totally works! These details is vital to people
who need to follow a diet plan to be healthy and happy. Serious It even now really boils right down to eat
less and make better choices of what to eat not to mention exercise more... I purchased the hard copy of
this book in the past. At some time I loaned it to somebody and never first got it back again. The Thin
Commandments will, and this is the reason why this book may be the only book I'll ever need. So simply as a
warning. The writing is superb, motivational, and the first time I browse the book years back it helped me
to lose over 40 pounds. I have used the various tools in this publication over and over again. This is a really
good book. He spent some time working with so many obese people that he knows the main conditions that
undermine our achievement at weightloss. I got so many ah-ha moments reading Thin Commandments. Very

old data. Gullo is certainly clued in to the fact you need to understand your weaknesses and discover your
strengths. Buy it! The usage of tapes/cds has been the most useful and also have gotten me over some
low places in staying motivated. Continue reading the slim commandments and keep listening to the
tapes/cd and success becomes component of your thinking. I've lost over sixty pounds with Gullo's
strategies, and consider him a General between the army of authors of weightloss books. I have read all of
the most popular, and many of the others. Gullo gives you a plan for life, so that you can earn the battle
not just one battle. The Best Weight Loss Reserve Ever!if you have to order it off the Internet, beware
and you may want to simply eat the package it comes in instead! Gullo says, "diet plans are simply words on
a full page." Most diet programs and diet books don't address the psychological areas of overeating and how
to proceed about it. Over the years I would always return back and read once again for motivation and to
get me back on track. I keep this publication on my nightstand and browse a few webpages each
evening.Re: Printing edition: This is a wonderful book, scholarly, thorough, and existence changing. Gullo says
actually hits home and makes plenty of sense. I would recommend the print edition extremely.Gullo makes
the out of the question seem reasonable and doable! I've dropped 10 pounds since reading this publication,
and I haven't also been following the 10 Day Turbo Charge diet.. I don't go to fast food places any longer.
The one factor I have to comment on is the Scandinavian Bran Crispbread. I remembered Dr. Gullo's words
of information and headed on home. My mindset has changed since reading this book. For that, I am
therefore grateful for locating this book. By the way--I simply checked out Thin Tastes Better from the
library. I love it as well! Don't hesitate! Best book ever on weight control Best publication ever on excess
weight control! Gullo, possess Amazon or your publisher appropriate this with the addition of page numbers
to the Kindle edition as various other books have done. If you are likely to sell half a publication, you should
charge half a price.... I am simply eating sensibly and choosing well balanced meals, and not eating an
excessive amount of.this book has helped me the most. I often refer back again to it when I begin to
slide. Quite simply, we all need approaches for any success--no achievement happens by magic. Browse these
books, live these books, and you will never have a weight problem again. Change the body and your
food/weight problems forever! Good Book, Horrible Crispbread! This book is well written and requires a

good approach to weight loss. The writer has gone to great lengths to help make the book user friendly by
adding notes in the written text to see web page # for more information and having a thorough index, but
this a mind-numbing frustration for all those folks who get no page figures because we bought the Kindle
edition, which includes only completely useless area numbers. Simply tonight I was in the automobile, feeling



a bit bored and lonely and I needed to operate a vehicle through Wendy's to get a Frosty. I love his
method of weight reduction and subsequent maintenance. Solid principles that address the psychology and
behaviors that influence weight loss and healthy, sustainable habits.. I truly believe it is best for weight loss
and only contains 16 calories per slice but it was just like eating a piece of cardboard, maybe worse. I do
not really consider myself a picky eater and have eaten many bland and "diet" foods before but this was
truly awful. When I found it on Amazon in digital structure I downloaded instantly. It was one of the
worse things I have ever tasted. Very old data. As Dr. I will have checked the time on this when We
purchased. I'm not in love with the title (too religious sounding), however they do signify the laws of food
behavior that ultimately result in success or failure. I actually think I'll listen again and make a recording
for myself (one of the authors recommendations).. Sound concepts for eating just like a thin person I
"read" the audio edition which is narrated by the author. Weightloss winner Gullo has amassed an arsenal of
information about the biological triggers that set so many of us off on binges. My package came yesterday
therefore i was very excited to try it. While he does discuss foods no specific kind of diet is pushed. He
talks about specific ways to be successful and overcome obstacles. I will have checked the day on this
when I purchased. I go through Thin Preferences Better by this same writer over 10 years ago. While it
was not available in my area I was able to purchase if off the web. I recommend this to anyone who

desires to consume in a way that potential clients to bring thin and healthful. Best life changer ever! Who
knew a couple of lifestyle changes could have such a profound influence in one's lifestyle? Dr. If you have a
problem with emotional eating buy this book for this chapter alone. I purchased the hard copy of this book
several years . No miracles, save your valuable cash by reading the prior sentence. That's all that really
works. A different approach! This book includes a different method of weight loss. Rather than focusing on
food, it really is focused on the relationship we've with food. It shows on how food effects our body and
how to deal with that. A good read for anybody wanting a different way of looking at weight loss.
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